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ABSTRACT: Optical near-field excitation of metallic nano-
structures can be used to enhance photochemical reactions.
The enhancement under visible light illumination is of
particular interest because it can facilitate the use of sunlight
to promote photocatalytic chemical and energy conversion.
However, few studies have yet addressed optical near-field
induced chemistry, in particular at the single-molecule level. In
this Letter, we report the near-field enhanced tautomerization
of porphycene on a Cu(111) surface in a scanning tunneling
microscope (STM) junction. The light-induced tautomeriza-
tion is mediated by photogenerated carriers in the Cu
substrate. It is revealed that the reaction cross section is
significantly enhanced in the presence of a Au tip compared to the far-field induced process. The strong enhancement occurs in
the red and near-infrared spectral range for Au tips, whereas a W tip shows a much weaker enhancement, suggesting that
excitation of the localized plasmon resonance contributes to the process. Additionally, using the precise tip−surface distance
control of the STM, the near-field enhanced tautomerization is examined in and out of the tunneling regime. Our results suggest
that the enhancement is attributed to the increased carrier generation rate via decay of the excited near-field in the STM
junction. Additionally, optically excited tunneling electrons also contribute to the process in the tunneling regime.
KEYWORDS: Near-field induced reaction, tautomerization, single molecule, metal surface, scanning tunneling microscopy

Optical excitations of molecules mediated by metallic
nanostructures have a wide range of applications such as

surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS),1 enhanced
molecular luminescence,2 and photocatalysis.3 Additionally,
tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) has recently
emerged as a powerful tool for single-molecule spectrosco-
py.4−6 On the other hand, enhancement of photochemical
reactions is of particular interest for efficient conversion of light
into chemical energy. Nanostructures made of Au, Ag, and Cu
are commonly employed as a photocatalytic substrate because
of plasmonic resonances in the visible and near-infrared
spectral range, which can facilitate the use of sunlight to
enhance photochemical reactions.10 Photochemical reactions
at nanostructure interfaces induced through near-field
excitation can occur by the following mechanisms: direct
excitation of molecular adsorbates (electric−dipole transition),
charge transfer within hybridized adsorbate−substrate states
via plasmon relaxation to electron−hole pair excitation, or local
heating due to hot carrier relaxation.8−12 While these excitation

mechanisms have been established for photochemical reactions
on single-crystalline metal surfaces by far-field excitation,13−15

it has been found that the reactions can also be enhanced
through near-field excitation on plasmonic nanostructures and
most effectively in nanoscale gaps.3 However, it has remained a
very challenging task to investigate near-field induced reactions
in individual nanogaps with spectroscopic methods on the
molecular level. The near-field properties in nanogaps are of
fundamental importance and the gap distance is a dominant
parameter determining resonance energy and degree of field
enhancement. Recent theoretical and experimental studies
have revealed that the near-field properties are affected by
electron tunneling at subnanometer gap distances,16−25 where
the classical electrodynamics description fails to describe the
near-field properties. However, the gap distance dependence of
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near-field induced reactions notably in that transition regime
has not yet been studied in a controlled manner. A low-
temperature STM is a powerful tool to directly study chemical
reactions of individual adsorbates26,27 in (sub)nanometer
tunneling junctions with precise control of the tip−sample
distance. Therefore, STM experiments combined with photo-
excitation can be used to study near-field induced processes
within a single nanogap. However, to date most of surface
photochemical reactions of single adsorbates have been
examined by far-field excitation28−40 with yet limited effort
on near-field induced reactions in an STM junction.41−43 Here,
we present a systematic study of tip-enhanced tautomerization
of single porphycene molecules on Cu(111), investigated with
a low-temperature STM combined with variable wavelength
excitation.
Porphycene molecules adsorb on Cu(111) either in the

thermodynamically stable trans or metastable cis configuration
(Figure 1a). All of the molecules were observed in the trans
configuration at 5 K after deposition onto the Cu(111) surface
at room temperature. The unidirectional trans → cis
tautomerization can be induced by injection of energetic
electrons from the STM tip44 or exposing the surface to light.45

The backward cis → trans conversion can be induced
selectively by heating the surface and all cis molecules can
be converted to the trans configuration above ∼35 K.44 We
previously showed that the STM- and light-induced tautome-
rization occurs via attachment of hot carriers followed by
vibrational excitation of the molecule44,45 and proposed that
the unidirectional tautomerization could be rationalized by the
stability inversion between the trans and cis configuration upon
vibrational excitation of a skeletal mode of porphycene.45

Recently, the tautomerization mechanism of porphycene on
Cu(111) was theoretically investigated. Novko et al.
demonstrated that the tautomerization coordinate (potential
energy surface) is deformed by the excitation of skeletal
vibrational modes via electron attachment, which indeed leads
to the reversed stability between the trans and cis
configurations and consequently the unidirectional conver-
sion.46 The simulation also found that the electric field
perpendicular to the surface does not significantly affect the
tautomerization coordinate and cannot be a driving force of
the reaction.
Here we find that the light-induced tautomerization can be

locally enhanced in the presence of a metallic tip. Figure 1b
shows STM images at 5 K before and after irradiation by 720
nm light in the presence of a Au tip positioned at the center of
the image. The tip was fixed in the tunneling regime at It = 30
pA and Vbias = 50 mV. The incident beam angle was 65° with
respect to surface normal and polarized along the tip axis (p-
polarized). This voltage is well below the threshold for
tunneling electron-induced tautomerization (∼150 mV44,45).
After irradiation, the molecules near the tip are converted from
the trans to cis configuration. To avoid tip−sample contact and
unwanted damage of the tip/surface due to thermal expansion
of the tip,47 we used a relatively low photon flux (∼1015−1016
photons/cm2/s). This allows to compensating the thermal
expansion by the STM feedback loop, so that the tip−surface
distance could be kept constant during light irradiation. The
sample temperature was raised from 5.2 to 6−7 K upon
irradiation (the temperature variation depends on the
excitation wavelength and the irradiance used). As mentioned
above, surface heating leads to the selective cis → trans
conversion.44 Therefore, if thermal contributions to the

photoinduced tautomerization were significant during light
irradiation, the complete conversion of all porphycene
molecules to the cis configuration should be impeded due to
the competing cis → trans conversion. However, the complete
light-induced conversion to the cis configuration after sufficient
irradiance (cf. Figure 2a and ref 45) indicates a negligible role
of the thermally activated process.
Figure 1c displays the radial distributions of the tautome-

rization probability as a function of the radial distance from the
central tip position, obtained from repeated measurements
(about 1200 molecules were counted in total) and measured at
different tip−surface distances. The radial decay reveals a
strong enhancement within ∼10 nm radius, which is consistent
with the expected range of the near-field localization in the

Figure 1. Tip-enhanced light-induced tautomerization of porphycene
on Cu(111) with a Au tip. (a) STM images and chemical structures of
porphycene in the trans and cis configuration. (b) STM images (5 K,
Vbias = 50 mV, and It = 30 pA, scan size: 25 × 25 nm2) before (left)
and after (right) illumination at 720 nm light with nph = (2.9 ± 0.2) ×
1017 cm−2. The Au tip is located at the center of the image (indicated
by a yellow circle). The molecules converted to the cis configuration
are marked by white circles. (c) Radial distribution of the trans → cis
conversion probability measured at three different tip−surface
distances, as determined by the STM set-point (Vbias = 50 mV with
set-currents indicated in the figure). The solid lines represent the best

fit to a Gaussian, ( )A exp r
2

2

2−
σ

, where σ = reff. Assuming the decay

constant of the tunneling current of ∼11 nm−1,52 the variation of the
set-current from 0.03 to 300 nA corresponds to a relative tip height
displacement of approximately 4 Å. Inset shows set-current (tip-
height) dependence of reff (top) and Ncis (bottom) (dashed lines are a
guide to the eye).
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STM junction.48−51 We estimate reff by fitting the distribution
to an exponential decay function50 and find that reff and the
total number of the reacted molecules (Ncis) increase with
decreasing tip−surface distance (see inset of Figure 1c).
In order to quantify the tip-enhancement effect, we

investigated the tautomerization cross section in the presence
and absence of a metallic tip, that is, comparing near-field and
far-field excitation. In the near-field experiment, the STM
junction was illuminated while scanning across the surface (60
× 60 nm2) in the constant current mode. In this scan area, a
statistically sufficient number of molecules (∼600 molecules)
were probed to determine the reaction cross section. In the far-
field experiments, the tip was retracted by 2−3 μm from the
surface during illumination in order to exclude any influence
from the tip to the reaction. Figure 2a shows the resulting
evolution of the cis molecule fraction as a function of photon
fluence at the excitation wavelength of 720 nm (far- and near-
field experiments using the Au tip). The cross section of the
trans → cis tautomerization (σt→c) is obtained by fitting the
evolution to a first-order rate equation

N
N

n1 exp( )cis

total
t c phσ= − − →

(1)

where Ncis is the number of cis molecules (reacted), Ntotal the
total number of molecules in the scanned area, and nph the
photon fluence in photons per cm2. At 720 nm we find σt→c =
(5.59 ± 0.35) × 10−19 and (7.27 ± 0.18) × 10−21 cm2 for near-
and far-field excitation, respectively. Hence, the presence of the
Au tip dramatically enhances the tautomerization through
near-field excitation in the junction.
The same measurements were then repeated for different

excitation wavelengths to investigate the wavelength depend-
ence of the near-field induced tautomerization. The evolution
of the trans → cis conversion follows a first order process at all
wavelengths. We measured the wavelength dependence with
different Au tips, one W, and one PtIr (80:20) tip (see
Supporting Information for the radial dependence of the
enhancement with the W, PtIr and the other Au tips, Figure
S1). Figure 2b shows the corresponding wavelength (photon
energy) dependence of the measured cross sections for both
far- and near-field excitation and for the Au and W tips (see
Supporting Information for the PtIr tip, Figure S2). A large
enhancement is observed for the Au and PtIr tips, but only a
small effect is seen for the W tip.
We note a likely underestimation of the measured cross

sections in the near-field experiments in the wavelength range
where a significant enhancement occurs (i.e., σNF ≫ σFF). As
described above, the tip was scanned across the surface in the
near-field experiments in order to determine the cross section.
However, the scan area (Ascan) of 60 × 60 nm2 is substantially
larger than the effective size of the enhancement spot (cf.
Figure 1). This leads to an apparent reduction of the actual
cross section. The corrected near-field cross section σNF,corr can
be calculated from the measured cross section σNF by the
following equation (see Supporting Information)
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where r is the effective radius (reff) of the enhancement spot
which is estimated to be 6.2 ± 0.3 nm from the conversion
probability profile for the Au tip in Figure 1c. According to eq
2, the measured σNF for the Au tip corresponds to only about
2.4% of the actual cross section when the near-field process is
dominant (σNF ≫ σFF). The inset of Figure 2b shows the
corrected near-field cross sections, σNF,corr for the Au tips.
However, we did not apply the correction for the W tip
because of the weak enhancement (σNF is comparable with
σFF).
The wavelength-dependent cross section of the far-field

excitation in Figure 2b is explained by a dominant contribution
of the substrate-mediated (indirect) mechanism, as reported
previously.45 This is reflected in a rapid increase of the far-field
cross section up to ∼2.3 eV, which is attributed to the
excitation of d-band electrons of the Cu substrate. On the
other hand, the near-field cross sections are largely increased
with the Au tips in the red and near-infrared range (620−1100
nm) and the ratio between σNF,corr and σFF, that is, the
enhancement factor, reaches ∼102−103. The spectral regime
where strong enhancement takes place matches the energy
range of the localized plasmon resonance of a Au tip, leading to
a strong field enhancement.53,54 In contrast, a W tip does not
support localized plasmons in this wavelength region and the

Figure 2. Cross section of the trans → cis tautomerization. (a)
Fraction of the cis molecules reacted under illumination by 720 nm
light as a function of photon fluence, measured with (circles) and
without (squares) a Au tip. The near-field data were obtained while
scanning the Au tip over the surface (60 × 60 nm2, 580 molecules) at
the set point of It = 30 pA and Vbias = 50 mV. The dashed curves
represent the best fitted results of the data to a first-order rate
equation, eq 1. (b) Wavelength dependence of the cross section for
near-field excitation obtained for two different Au tips (red and
orange circles) and a W tip (gray circles), in comparison to the far-
field cross sections (squares).45 The near-field data were obtained
with the set point of It = 30 pA and Vbias = 50 mV. The inset shows
the corrected cross sections for the Au tips, by applying eq 2.
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field enhancement is much weaker than for Au tips.53,54

Additionally, the wavelength-dependent cross section shows
significant tip-to-tip variation for different Au tips, indicating
that the spectral response is not correlated with the properties
of porphycene and the Cu substrate but associated with
structural details of the tip apex which determine the near-field
response. However, the strong reduction of the enhancement
occurs for both Au tips around 2 eV, which can be explained
by quenching of the near-field excitation due to interband
absorption of the Au tip/Cu substrate.55 Further quantitative
description and modeling of the near-field properties were
impossible due to the lack of detailed information about the tip
structure. It should be noted that we carried out in situ tip
preparations such as application of voltage pulses and
controlled indentation of the tip into the surface (it was
necessary to obtain an adequate resolution to distinguish
between the trans and cis configurations). Therefore, the tip
apex may contain Cu atoms from the surface.
Figure 3a shows the tip−surface distance dependence of the

cross section measured in the tunneling regime at different
wavelengths for the Au tip #1. At 720 nm, the cross section
increases as the tip approaches the surface. It shows only a very

weak dependence at 532 nm, with lower cross section as
expected because of quenching via interband transitions. We
found that the efficiency of the near-field induced tautomeriza-
tion does not decay with decreasing the gap distance between a
Au tip and the surface in the tunneling regime (Figure 1c and
Figure 3a). We also examined the tip-enhanced tautomeriza-
tion at larger gap distances up to ∼10 nm where electron
tunneling is negligible. Figure 3b shows the gap distance
dependence of the measured σNF at 860 nm excitation with the
Au tip #2. The gap distance is defined by the retraction
distance of the tip from the set-point of Vbias = 50 mV and It =
30 pA (corresponding to the zero-point). No tunneling current
was detected at retraction distances greater than 0.5 nm.
We tentatively explain that the near-field enhanced

tautomerization results from the increased carrier generation
rate in the Cu substrate via decay of the excited near-field in
the STM junction. The process involves two different regimes
separated by the existence of electron tunneling between the
tip and the surface (inset of Figure 3a,b). At relatively large gap
distances (classical regime), the reaction is dominated by the
localized generation of hot carriers in the Cu substrate. On the
other hand, tunneling electrons generated by the optical
excitation may contribute to the process in the tunneling
(quantum) regime. As reported previously,44 tunneling
electrons from the STM can also induce the unidirectional
trans → cis tautomerization, which occurs “non-locally”, that
is, not only just under the tip, but also in molecules away from
the STM tip due to hot carrier transport along the surface.
However, electron tunneling can significantly reduce the local
field enhancement.16 Our results show the increase of the cross
section with decreasing the gap distance in the tunneling
regime (Figure 3a). This may suggest that the process induced
by optically excited tunneling electrons overcompensates the
reduction of the field enhancement. It should also be
mentioned that the interaction between the near-field and
molecules scales differently from the net field enhancement
and could increase continuously in the tunneling regime.24 For
instance, it was observed that TERS signal shows a continuous
increase with decreasing a gap distance of an STM junction
even in the tunneling regime.5,24 Vibrational excitation through
Raman scattering could also contribute to the reaction.43

Electron tunneling also leads to the progressive transition of
the resonance from bonding dimer plasmon to tunneling
charge transfer plasmon around a threshold tunneling distance
(∼0.5 nm).16,18,21 The near-field enhancement of the
tautomerization observed in the red and near-infrared regime
for the Au tips (Figure 2b) may be assigned to the excitation of
the superposition of these and the fundamental classical
plasmon modes.
In summary, near-field enhanced tautomerization of

porphycene on Cu(111) was directly observed using a low-
temperature STM combined with wavelength tunable laser
excitation. It was revealed that a significant enhancement
occurs for Au tips in the red and near-infrared range, whereas
the enhancement is weak for a W tip, indicating that excitation
of localized plasmon resonances results in the strong
enhancement. The near-field induced tautomerization was
examined in and out of the tunneling regime. Our results
suggest that the near-field enhanced process is dominated by
photogenerated carriers in the Cu substrate which is locally
enhanced via decay of the excited near-field in the STM
junction. Additionally, optically excited tunneling electrons

Figure 3. Gap distance dependence of near-field induced tautome-
rization. (a) The tip−surface distance-dependent cross sections
measured in the tunneling regime at 720 nm (red circles) and 532
nm (green circles) with Au tip #1. (b) Tip−surface distance
dependent cross sections outside the tunneling regime measured at
860 nm with Au tip #2. The tip is vertically retracted from the set-
point of Vbias = 50 mV and It = 30 pA (zero-point in the horizontal
axis) with the feedback loop disabled. After retraction, the tip was
scanned across the surface (60 × 60 nm2, about 670 molecules) under
illumination. The reacted molecules were identified in the images,
taken after the illumination. In order to minimize the relative
displacement between the tip and the surface during illumination, a
very low photon flux of (3.9 ± 0.3)−(9.6 ± 0.6) × 1015 cm−2s−1 was
used.
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between tip and surface may contribute to the process in the
tunneling regime.
The presented work demonstrates a new possibility to study

directly near-field enhanced chemistry at the single-molecule
level in a (sub)nanometer gap with precise control of the gap
distance. Because both optical field and hot carrier dynamics,
which dominate the photochemical processes on metallic
surfaces, are sensitive to the structural details of a nanogap and
molecular configuration therein, a microscopic understanding
of the reaction mechanism is still outstanding and necessary for
an optimal design of plasmonic photocatalysts. Studies of
single-molecule photochemical reactions using a controlled
nanogap of STM in a well-defined environment can provide
important fundamental insights. Additionally, single-molecule
tautomerization has been demonstrated to act as a single-
molecule switch in molecular scale electronics, which can be
activated by various different external stimuli.56−60 Our results
suggest a new possibility for a near field-responsive molecular
switch.
Experiments. All experiments were performed in an

ultrahigh vacuum chamber (base pressure of <10−10 mbar),
equipped with a low-temperature STM (modified Omicron
instrument with Nanonis Electronics). STM measurements
were carried out at 5 K and the images were acquired in the
constant current mode. The bias voltage was applied to the
sample (denoted as Vbias). A Cu(111) surface was cleaned by
repeated cycles of argon ion sputtering and annealing to 700−
800 K. The STM tips were made from polycrystalline Au and
W wires by electrochemical etching. Porphycene molecules
were deposited from a Knudsen cell (at an evaporation
temperature of 450−500 K). For illumination, a wavelength
tunable laser (NKT Photonics) was used with a spectral
bandwidth of 6−8 nm in the red and near-infrared range with a
maximum power of a few mW. In order to avoid systematic
errors caused by misalignment of the relative position between
the STM and the beam spot, the laser beams were shaped into
a 2−3 mm top-hat square before coupling them to the STM
junction (see Supporting Information of ref 45).
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